Quantitative evaluation of left atrial volume and function by one-dimensional, two-dimensional, and three-dimensional echocardiography in a population of normal dogs.
The primary goal of this study was to compare left atrial (LA) volume and functional indices in a population of normal dogs using transthoracic one-dimensional M-mode, two-dimensional (2D), and three-dimensional (3D) echocardiography. Forty clinically normal dogs of various breeds were stratified into four groups based on weight. Left atrial volume (LAV) was estimated by converting single linear measurements derived from M-mode and 2D images into volumes via the cube and sphere formulas. 2D echocardiography was employed to estimate LAV using linear measures and rectangular and ellipsoid formulas, as well as area-length and the monoplane method of disks. LAV was estimated using the biplane area-length method on 4- and 2-chamber 2D images. LAV was directly measured using 3D volume data obtained over four consecutive cardiac cycles. LAV estimates were compared amongst methods, correlated to body size, and evaluated for reproducibility. Functional indices derived from these various echocardiographic methods were compared to identify any systematic differences based on imaging modality. LA functional indices included LA ejection fraction (LAEF), total LA emptying volume, passive LA emptying volume/fraction, active LA emptying volume/fraction, and LA expansion index. The M-mode derived estimates of LAV were significantly smaller than all 2D- and 3D-derived LAV (p<0.0001). The left-sided 3D LAV had the highest correlation with body weight (r2 = 0.8806) for all phases of the LA cycle with acceptable interobserver variability (CV 11%). 3D echocardiography is a feasible, non-invasive method to measure LAV in a population of normal dogs.